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The Mobile Auditing Station (MAS) is a portable torque and angle auditing station which provides a reliable platform 
and surface to test the torque readings of fasteners and critical joints in your assembly process as well as production 
and assembly tools. 

The Mobile Auditing Station is customisable with a series of our torque management and measurement equipment 
including the IQVu or TorqueStar series of torque data collectors as well as all WrenchStar Multi torque wrenches.
When docked on the trolley, the data collector and wrenches are continuously charged from the internal battery, 
eliminating the need to charge individual devices separately, saving critical time.

The portable charging stations allows a variety of digital torque wrenches to be carried enabling a range of torque 
thresholds to be tested. The MAS can also be provided with additional options, including barcode scanners, to provide 
a complete auditing solution. The internal battery system is interchangeable for continuous use across multiple shifts.
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Key Features:

ü Flexible design, light and easy to manoeuvre

ü Durable and robust wheels for portable torque auditing

ü Adjustable handle height for comfortable continuous use

ü Continuously charges wrenches and data collector to save time

ü Interchangeable internal 12V lithium battery for continuous use 

ü Intelligent power management for use across 3 shifts

ü Store and charge torque wrenches ranging from 0.2Nm upwards* 

ü Can be supplied with IQVu or TorqueStar data collector*

ü Optional barcode scanner and charging dock

ü Can be customised with additional Crane products 
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The Mobile Auditing Station can be configured to suit a customers specifications 
for numerous applications. The MAS utilises our innovative range of torque data 
collectors and our RF wireless digital torque wrenches for precise torque 
measurement, recording and data storage.  

All MAS trolleys are supplied with generous storage space including a lockable 
compartment for safe tool storage. The trolley is completely robust, designed 
specifically for easy handling and manoeuvrability around tough environments.

For more information or for a quote, call +44 (0)1455 25 14 88 or email sales@crane-electronics.com.
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*please note. all wrenches and data collectors are sold seperately.


